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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

\textbf{Background:} The Uppsala collection of human temporal bones and molds is a unique resource for education and international research collaboration. Micro-computerized tomography (micro-CT) and synchrotron imaging are used to investigate the complex anatomy of the inner ear. Impaired microcirculation is etiologically linked to various inner ear disorders, and recent developments in inner ear surgery promote examination of the vascular system. Here, for the first time, we present three-dimensional (3D) data from investigations of the major vascular pathways and corresponding bone channels.

\textbf{Methods:} We used the archival Uppsala collection of temporal bones and molds consisting of 324 inner ear casts and 113 macerated temporal bones. Micro-CT was used to investigate vascular bone channels, and 26 fresh human temporal bones underwent synchrotron radiation phase contrast imaging (SR-PCI). Data were processed by volume-rendering software to create 3D reconstructions allowing orthogonal sectioning, cropping, and soft tissue analyses.

\textbf{Results:} Micro-CT with 3D rendering was superior in reproducing the anatomy of the vascular bone channels, while SR-PCI replicated soft tissues. Arterial bone channels were traced from scala vestibuli (SV) arterioles to the fundus, cochlea, and vestibular apparatus. Drainage routes along the aqueducts were examined.

\textbf{Conclusion:} Human inner ear vessels are difficult to study due to the adjoining hard bone. Micro-CT and SR-PCI with 3D reconstructions revealed large portions of the micro-vascular system in un-decalcified specimens. The results increase our understanding of the organization of the vascular system in humans and how altered microcirculation may relate to inner ear disorders. The findings may also have surgical implications.

\textbf{Abbreviations:} AVA: anterior vestibular artery; C: cochlea; CA: cochlear artery (or spiral modiolar artery); CC: common crus; Ct: cochlear implantation; CN: cochlear nerve; CNC: cochlear nerve canal; CVA: cochleo-vestibular artery (vestibular branch, cochlear branch); CVN: cochlea-vestibular nerve; FC: facial canal; FN: facial nerve; FTC: foramen of the transverse crest; IAC: internal acoustic canal; ICV: inferior cochlear vein; IVN: inferior vestibular nerve; JB: jugular bulb; LA: labyrinthine artery; LP: labyrinthine artery; LSCC: lateral semi-circular canal; LSCC: lateral semi-circular canal; LW: lateral wall; OW: oval window; PSCC: posterior semi-circular canal; RW: round window; SINC: singular nerve canal (canal for the posterior ampulla nerve); SNC: saccular nerve canal; SR-PCI: synchrotron radiation phase contrast imaging; SS: sigmoid sinus; SSCC: superior semi-circular canal; ST: scala tympani; SV: scala vestibuli; SVN: superior vestibular nerve; V: vestibule; VA: vestibular aqueduct; VC: vertical crest (or “Bill’s bar”); VCA: vestibular cochlear artery

\textbf{Introduction}

Jan Stahle and Herrmann Wilbrand (professors in Otorhinolaryngology and Oto-radiology at Uppsala University) introduced the idea of developing a collection of human inner ear molds. The purpose of this collection was to describe the minuscule structures of the human inner ear, such as the vestibular and cochlear aqueducts, and to observe their roles in Meniere’s disease (1–3). These small channels are also associated with the accessory canals housing blood vessels (4–6), which are believed to play a role in the circulation of the inner ear fluids (2). Wilbrand and collaborators had a deep interest in
The human inner ear depends on a vascular supply to maintain fluid homeostasis, ion balance, and metabolic supply. Disruption of the cochlear blood flow leads to instantaneous pathophysiological changes in the inner ear (10,11), and a disturbed microcirculation may be etiologically linked to various inner ear disorders, such as sudden deafness, autoimmunity, presbycusis, noise-induced hearing loss, vestibular neuritis, and Meniere’s disease (12–27).

Like the eye, the inner ear is supplied with an end artery. Its subdivisions trace a path across the perforated bony wall in the fundus to reach the membranous labyrinth with capillary regions. Many earlier vascular supply studies were conducted in animals and humans, revealing large species and individual differences (28–39). Investigators used impressive injection techniques combined with decalcification, sectioning, clearance, and surface preparations. Unfortunately, there was no general consensus among authors on the nomenclature of the inner ear vessels, and the results depended on their ability to completely fill the vascular ramifications.

In the present study, we used non-invasive, X-ray imaging techniques to trace and visualize the major intra-cochlear blood vessels running in bone channels, including draining outlets. High-resolution synchrotron radiation phase contrast imaging (SR-PCI) with 3D renderings of non-decalcified, postmortem human temporal bones and micro-CT (μCT, 9 micron pixel resolution) of macerated temporal bones and inner ear molds were used. Datasets were fed into an open software platform for medical image informatics and 3D visualization, including virtual sectioning. This allowed the tracing of separate vascular bone channels and their contents. Arteries could be separated from veins by their convoluted appearance and by following them back from identified vessels, such as the radiating arterioles of the scala vestibuli (SV). Inner ear veins drain mainly through separate accessory channels along the cochlear and vestibular aqueducts (Figure 1).

**Human inner ear vascular supply**

The human inner ear requires an awareness of the main vascular structures. However, preparation of the human cochlea is challenging due to its complex anatomy and vulnerability and because it is surrounded by the hardest bone in the body, a challenge well-recognized by early anatomists. Modern imaging techniques offer unique possibilities to visualize and reconstruct three-dimensionally (3D) the bone and soft tissues without decalcification, and further revelations concerning this technology have recently been presented (8,9). Here, we describe the use of these techniques in the production of direct virtual 3D inner ear replicas as an alternative to four months of laborious molding. The datasets allow multi-slicing and 3D cropping of microstructures, such as the spirally arranged blood vessels and their origins. These findings may bridge limitations in our understanding of the vascular anatomy of the human labyrinth, due to the specific focus of the present study.

![Figure 1. Micro-CT and volume rendering of a plastic corrosion cast of a left human temporal bone.](image-url)
History

Schwalbe (40) was the first to systematically describe the circulation of the human cochlea, followed by Eichler (41), Siebenmann (5), and Nabeya (42), who used intravascular dye injections. Nabeya focused on the larger vessels in 16 fetuses and 8 adult temporal bones. He found that the inner ear is supplied by only one end artery which he named the labyrinthine artery (LA). The LA mostly derives from the anterior inferior cerebellar artery and most often has three branches within the internal acoustic canal (IAC) (Figure 2), namely, (1) the anterior vestibular artery (AVA); (2) the vestibulo-cochlear artery (VCA); and (3) the cochlear artery (CA). However, authors may use different names for these vessels. The VCA divides into cochlear and vestibular branches which run in opposite directions. The vestibular branch supplies the vestibule and semicircular canals, while the cochlear branch runs spirally along the SV to anastomose with the CA. The cochlear branch mostly supplies the second quarter of the basal turn, but it sometimes supplies the entire cochlea. The CA is said to be the dominating vessel for the cochlea and can be replaced by the cochlear branch of the VCA (41,42). Siebenmann (5) defines this as the ‘tractus spiralis arteriosus’, and Levin (34) describes glomus-like bodies. Various descriptions of the venous drainage exist, but there is no general consensus about the descriptions. The venous routes go along the cochlear and vestibular aqueducts with the inferior cochlear vein and vein of the vestibular aqueduct (VA), respectively. Some authors have described a vein in the IAC, but others have denied it.

Branches of the LA and denominations used here are as follows:

1. Cochleo-vestibular artery (CVA)
   a. Vestibular branch
   b. Cochlear branch
2. Anterior vestibular artery (AVA)
3. Cochlear artery (CA or spiral modiolar artery)

Material and methods

Temporal bone collection

A total of 113 archival unselected human temporal bones from autopsies were analyzed. The specimens were generously provided by the Museum of Medical History at the Uppsala University. The results obtained from this collection were previously published (1,2). Some 35 bones were macerated and un-dissected. The collection also contained 324 plastic and silicone molds made from the labyrinth according to molding techniques described by Wilbrand et al. in 1974 (1).

Micro-CT

A total of 100 plastic corrosion casts from human temporal bones underwent micro-CT and 3D reconstruction (Figure 1). The bones were scanned with micro-CT (SkyScan 1176; Bruker, Belgium) using the following parameters: 65 kV source voltage, 385 μA current, 9 μm pixel size, 1 mm Al filter, 1 s exposure time, 2 frame averaging, and a 0.30°

Figure 2. Principal vascular anatomy of the human inner ear by Nabeya (42).
rotation step. The projection images were acquired over an angular range of 360°, with an angular step of 0.3°. In the resultant images, the image size was 4,000 × 2,672 pixels, and the pixel size was 9 µm. Projections were reconstructed using NRECON ver. 1.7.0.4 (Bruker) software based on the Feldkamp algorithm. A volume-rendering technique was used to present the two-dimensional (2D) projection of a 3D discretely sampled dataset produced by the micro-CT scanner and visualized using the CTvox 3.0 application (Bruker). Opacity and gray scale values were adjusted to create a realistic 3D view which was as similar to the actual bones as possible. Geometric measurements were performed, and images were obtained utilizing a 3D slicer program (Slicer 4.6; www.slicer.org). This 3D slicer program is an open software platform for medical image informatics, image processing, and 3D visualization (43). The visualization of the surface anatomy of the temporal bone was performed with micro-CT. The images were resized at a 4:1 ratio before 3D reconstruction because of hardware and software limitations. Opacity and gray scale values were adjusted during the volume rendering. The application displays reconstructed slices as 3D objects and provides a realistic 3D visualization of scanned objects. Virtual sectioning of the petrous bone revealed internal areas of the bone. The 3D modeling software was equipped with tools which allow geometric measurements in 3D. Different anatomic variations can therefore be described. The technique also allows orthogonal sectioning or cropping techniques.

**SR-PCI**

The SR-PCI technique used was recently described by Elfarnawany et al. (8) and Koch et al. (44). A total of 16 fresh-frozen and then fixed adult cadaveric temporal bones were used in this study. All specimens were obtained with permission from the body bequeathal program at Western University, London, Ontario, Canada, in accordance with the Anatomy Act of Ontario and Western University’s Committee for Cadaveric Use in Research. After thawing, a cylindrical cutter was used to core a sample (40 mm diameter, 60 mm length) from the middle ear of each temporal bone. The samples were fixed in a 4F1G (3.7% formaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer) bath for 5 d. The samples were rinsed twice and dehydrated using an ethanol series (50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100%). No additional processing (i.e. staining, sectioning, or decalcification) was performed on the samples. Sample fixation eliminated the risk of degradation over the two-month time difference between imaging sessions and scanning. Samples were transferred to the imaging facilities in motion-proof containers to prevent damage during shipping.

The PCI technique was in-line PCI, a setup similar to conventional radiography. It consists of an X-ray source, a sample, and a detector with no other optical elements. The detector is placed at a distance from the sample which allows the phase-shifted beam to interfere with the original beam and produce measurable fringes. The fringes correspond to surfaces and structural boundaries of the sample (edge enhancement) compared with a conventional radiogram. To obtain SR-PCI images, each sample was scanned using the BMIT 05ID-2 beamline at Canadian Light Source Inc. in Saskatoon, SK, Canada. This device provides an SR beam produced by a superconducting wiggler source (45). The beam is filtered using a monochromator and yields an energy bandwidth of $\Delta E/E = 10^{-3}$ over an energy range of 20–150 keV (8). The imaging setup, installed at the beamline length of 55 m from the source, consists of a sample stage and a charge-coupled device-based detector system, which are both placed on a vibration isolation table. The distance between the sample and detector was 2 m, and the photon energy was 47 keV. Motorized alignment stages were used to align the sample and detector for high-resolution tomography. The detector was an AA-60 beam monitor coupled with a C9300-124 camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan), which has a 12-bit resolution and an effective pixel size of $9 \times 9 \mu m^2$. The imaging field of view was set to 4,000 × 950 pixels corresponding to 36.0 × 8.6 mm; 3,000 projections over 180 rotations were acquired per view. The 3D image volume had an isotropic voxel size of 9 µm. The acquisition time to capture all projections per view was

![Figure 3](image.png)

Figure 3. (A) Plastic corrosion cast of a left human cochlea. Radiating arterioles of the basal turn of the cochlea can be observed. The route for electrode insertion at the CI is shown in green at arrow. (B) Micro-CT and 3D rendering of a plastic mold from a left human temporal bone (medial view). The level of cropping is shown (interrupted line). The inferior cochlear vein channel is seen (blue), as well as the cochlear aqueduct. The vein drains blood from the cochlea and runs parallel to the cochlear aqueduct. C: cochlea; CI: cochlear implantation; IAC: internal acoustic canal.
While CT imaging is absorption contrast-based, PCI can potentially be combined with synchrotron imaging to improve soft-tissue contrast while maintaining accurate visualization of bone. Conventional absorption contrast-based CT depends on the attenuation of X-rays, whereas, in PCI, the phase shift caused by the sample is transformed into detectable variations in X-ray intensity. PCI can provide edge enhancement by emphasizing the contrast between boundaries of different structures in the image. The results demonstrate that SR-PCI can be used to visualize both bone and soft tissue simultaneously.

**Results**

**General anatomy**

Micro-CT scans of inner ear molds with 3D reconstruction displayed the arterial bone channels and the drainage veins along the aqueducts (Figure 1). Furthermore, the radiating arterioles of the SV could be followed to the arteries between the first and second turns. By cropping, the modiolar area could be disclosed and analyzed in more detail (Figures 3 and 4). Micro-CT of macerated temporal bones with a surface enhancement algorithm and removal of endosteal bone made it possible to analyze these vessels in even greater detail along the cochlear spiral. The arteries could be identified by following the radiating arterioles back to the main trunks. They also had a coiling structure typical of arteries. The rich vascular space at the basal turn also contained veins and could be characterized as an area vasculosum.

**Tractus spiralis arteriosus**

An anastomosing arterial network was identified between the first and second turns (Figure 5(A)). This system was named the tractus spiralis arteriosus foraminulentus earlier by Siebenmann (5) and Nabeya (42). The 3D reconstructions showed that this impressive arterial system consists of a band of branched arteries which sends radiating arterioles to the SV at all turns. Here, its source was the VCA which reached the area through a basal hole in the fundus lamina cribrosa (Figure 5(B), Figures 6, 7, and 8) and a descending spiral branch of the CA. SR imaging showed a soft tissue collar around the artery at the bony opening. The VCA divided into two branches going in opposite directions (Figure 7(A)). A vestibular branch ran along the surface of the saccule (where it divided into a branch to the superior vestibular nerve canals [SVNCs] and one to the saccule) and a cochlear branch, which spiraled along the modiolus and anastomosed with the CA (Figure 4). The CA entered between the first and second turn near the upper basal turn. The cochlear branch varied greatly in size. Sometimes, the cochlear branch was small, and the main supply to the arterial system was from the CA. The principal organization of this arterial supply adhered to the description by Nabeya (42). The arterial system could also be viewed with the SR technique and with the endosteal bone removed. The modiolar space between the first and second turn varied in size depending on the coiling of the first cochlear turn. The tractus arteriosus continued apically along the cochlear spiral. Connections between the CA and the tractus arteriosus bone channels could be traced through a 3D tracking system algorithm on

![Figure 4](image-url)
serial X-ray sections. Ramifications were followed into the modiolus and inter-scalar septa, which made it possible to trace the CA channels to the fundus region. Branches sent to Rosenthal’s canal and the spiral lamina could also be identified.

AVA and foramen of the transverse crest

The foramen of the transverse crest (TC) was ubiquitously found and varied in size (Figures 9 and 10). The channel could be followed to the saccule and utricle, and branches continued along the anterior and lateral ampulla nerve canals. The canal was thought to house an artery representing the AVA or a branch of it, which is the first branch of the LA. However, this could not be unequivocally proven. Several bone channel openings were found in the lateral wall (LW) of the IAC, especially around the opening of the singular nerve canal (SiNC). Some of these channels ran to the posterior ampulla close to the ampulla nerve (Figure 10(A, C), Figure 11(E)).

Venous drainage

The draining veins of the vestibular organ and cochlea were identified (Figure 1, Figure 3(B), Figure 5(A) upper inset, Figure 5(B), Figures 8, 9, and 11). The inferior cochlear vein

---

**Figure 5.** SR-PCI image of a left human cochlea. (A) The tractus spiralis arteriosus is seen between the first and second turn (lower inset). The draining inferior cochlear vein is identified with the merging modiolar spiral veins. (B) The soft tissues in the IAC (yellow) and the inferior cochlear vein are reproduced (blue). The entrances of the VCA and CA can be traced. Note that the VCA crosses through a structurally modified channel.
exits at the floor of the scala tympani (ST) near the opening of the cochlear aqueduct and the round window (RW). Several draining veins merge here, with two major kinds of variations, depending on how the anterior and posterior spiral modiolar veins develop and on the posterior and anterior vestibular veins (Figure 11). Occasionally, veins of the RW could be detected. The posterior spiral veins received several tributaries from the lateral scala tympani wall. A draining vein in the IAC could not be evaluated with the current techniques. Cochlear veins converged and converged in an area vasculosum (our term) near the entering arteries at the basal turn of the cochlea.

Discussion
The Uppsala collection offers unique opportunities for surgeons to study the 3D anatomy of the human temporal bone with variations (7,9,46). Recently, in this journal, we presented the complex anatomy of the hook region of the cochlea, together with the RW and basilar membrane, using SR imaging, which is relevant for cochlear surgeons (9). Here, we present, for the first time, the 3D reproduction of the human vascular supply using SR imaging and micro-CT. Knowledge about the intricate vascular system is essential in modern inner ear surgery. Major arteries and veins were identified in un-decalcified temporal bones, while capillary areas were challenging to identify. Volume rendering of bone configurations was superior with micro-CT, while SR imaging replicated soft tissues. Bone transparency disclosed several canaliculi within the otic capsule, which occasionally blurred labyrinth exposure, but this could be resolved by cropping. The specimens are also valuable when applying light and electron microscopy (47,48).

Tractus spiralis arteriosus
The tractus arteriosus formed an impressive communicating system of branched arteries, reflecting the extensive cochlear blood supply, including the LW which generates the endocochlear potential. Basally, the vascular plexus originated
from the CVA, which often anastomosed with a CA. This connection may secure an unceasing supply in case obstruction occurs in any of the branches. This has clinical relevance, since the lack of anastomoses could make regions more susceptible to damage. The results substantiate Nabeya’s findings (42) of arterial entry routes. In his extensive work on blood supply, including comparative species analyses, he managed to trace the blood vessels by elaborate vascular injections and sectioning. His work was partly executed in Professor George Schambaugh’s laboratory in Chicago in the USA. Nabeya described two types of arterial supply to the human cochlea. In type I, the CA dominates and supplies the lower basal turn of the cochlea. The cochlear branch of the VCA is small, and the cochlear and vestibular branches derive mainly from the CA. In type II, the VCA dominates and supplies the basal part of the cochlea and anastomoses further up with the CA. Both of these systems were verified in this study. Whereas the AVA and CA follow their respective nerves to the inner ear, the VCA perforates the lamina cribrosa between the saccular nerve and the high-frequency cochlear fibers at the basal end of the cochlea. The vessel runs through a narrow bone canal and can be obstructed under various conditions, such as increased intra-cranial pressure. The stent-like soft tissue embracing the VCA at the fundus orifice could sustain openness and assure unimpeded circulation into the cochlea.

The unique arterial plexus along the modiolus serves to supply the cochlea with a large amount of oxygenated...
Figure 10. Micro-CT and 3D rendering of a left human temporal bone after virtual molding of the labyrinth using surface enhancement and coronal cropping. (A) The 3D view of a cropped human labyrinth at the level of IAC. The removal of bone and surface enhancement reveal both vascular structures and nerve canals. The cochlear aqueduct and the inferior cochlear vein can be seen. (B) The cochlea is sectioned horizontally near the foramen of the TC (red circle). This channel seems to house a vessel or artery which supplies both the utricle and the saccule. Framed area is shown in higher magnification in (D). (C) Lateral view of the IAC showing the channel of the TC (red). The VA and the accessory canal housing the vein of the VA are identified. CNC: cochlear nerve canal; CC: common crus; S: saccule; TC: transverse crest; U: utricle; * accessory singular nerve canal.

Figure 11. Micro-CT and 3D rendering show anatomic variations of the inferior cochlear vein. (A) Medial view of the basal turn and saccule after cropping. Note the close relationship between the artery and veins. ST: scala tympani; SV: scala vestibuli. (B) Inferior view of the C and IAC. Modiolar veins (MVs) and vestibular veins (VVs) coalesce and drain into the inferior cochlear vein. (C) The inferior cochlear veins run in the floor of the ST near the opening of the cochlear aqueduct and the RW. A channel housing the high-frequency nerve fibers can be seen. (D) Veins draining in the base of the C. Entrance of the saccular nerves are stained green. (E) The relationship between the inferior cochlear vein (blue) and the channel for the high-frequency nerve fibers (*) are seen.
blood. Levin (34) and Malan (49) described vascular convolutions with specialized arterio-venous connections. Schwalbe (40) has already described glomus-like structures and speculated on these functions to even out pulsatile pressure waves. Such pulses could negatively influence the sensitive mechanoreceptors and hearing. Furthermore, Balogh and Koburg (50) described a ‘plexus cochlearis’ in the modiolus with very high metabolic turnover rates, even higher than those of the spiral ganglion. This resembled the choroidplexus with extending spider-web-like connective tissue processes, and they speculated on a secretory function. We found that veins traversed the arterial system in close proximity before joining the inferior cochlear vein (ICV). We speculate that the vascular convolutes could monitor gas exchange and pressure alterations and thereby regulate cochlear blood flow via this well-vascularized zone. Thus, further analyses of the vascular plexus are indicated.

**Vestibular system**

The vestibular system receives arterial tributaries from both the AVA and the vestibular branch of the VCA. This suggests that the capillary regions of the sensory epithelia of the saccule, utricle, and anterior and lateral ampulla may have a dual supply. The origin of the AVA was difficult to assess using the present techniques. We recently identified a foramen in the TC (46). Kozerska and Skrzat (51) identified this foramen only in infant skulls and suggested that it transmits blood vessels to the vestibule or the superior vestibular nerve (SVN) via the AVA. They could not rule out that it may contain nerve fibers. Schart-Moren et al. (46) also found the TC channels using micro-CT. When the foramen was located above the crest, it ran mostly to the utricle, and, when it was situated beneath, it ran to the saccule. Here, the canal was traced either to the utricle or the saccule, or both, and continued along the nerve canals. In the saccule and utricle maculae, it sometimes ended at a distance from the foramina nervosa, suggesting that it contains a vessel. SR analyses, using a maximal intensity projection, occasionally showed an identifiable vessel. This is in concordance with Kozerska and Skrzat (51), who found that it may relay a branch or the AVA. It was earlier shown that selective obstruction of the AVA may be associated with sudden vertigo (52) followed by positional vertigo. Belal (53) found, after surgical damage of the AVA, a severe degeneration of the utricle and saccule maculae, as well as the cristae of the lateral and superior semi-circular canals (SSCCs), a finding that was verified experimentally by Silverstein and Makimoto (54). The clinical situation seems analogous to vestibular neuritis.

**Venous system**

Venous drainage occurs via the vestibular and cochlear aqueducts. This organization is atypical, as it does not follow the arterial system. Venous branches have been described in the IAC, but their connection to the labyrinth is unclear (28,30). Cochlear blood is drained along the anterior and posterior spiral modiolar veins. From the vestibule, the anterior and posterior vestibular veins join the vein of the RW and drain into the ICV. The semicircular canal blood flows through the vein of the vestibular aqueduct and runs through a separate bone channel, known as the accessory canal of the VA or the para-vestibular canal (4). According to Perlman and Kimura (55), venous blockage leads to cochlear changes with reduced ganglion cells within two weeks in animal experiments. This suggests that collateral drainage between the cochlear and vestibular sides may be limited. These and the present results, which show that the ICV runs superficially in the floor of the ST near the RW, have clinical relevance. They infer that large CI electrodes can obstruct this important vein and, as a result, cause nerve degeneration. A 3D analysis also identified the vein of the RW which may be injured at cochleostomy drilling. The ICV had collateral veins draining from the middle ear. One such vein ran from a small ‘infundibulum’ in the floor of the RW niche (56). According to Watanabe et al. (57), these vessels may act as collateral veins following acute venous congestion of the inner ear.

Finally, although our inner ear research was originally considered academic, it has lately been translated into actions with more clinically relevant queries. Recent strategies, such as hearing preservation CI surgery and focusing on structural preservation and interventions in the IAC, provide additional awareness of the vascular supply in man. Micro-CT and SR imaging with 3D reconstructions substantiated the wide anatomic variations of the complex vascular anatomy, as earlier emphasized by investigators. Separation into arteries and veins was occasionally demanding, but was possible by using 3D rendering and cropping and by tracing back from identified vessels. The new techniques involving volume rendering may improve our understanding of the organization of the vascular system in the human labyrinth and equally illustrate its association with various inner ear disorders.

**Conclusion**

Studies of the human inner ear are demanding because of the surrounding hard bone. However, in this study, for the first time, micro-CT and SR-PCI with 3D reconstructions were used to examine the major vascular tributaries in un-decalcified human temporal bone specimens. The extensive arterial supply along the plexus arteriosus was revealed. The results may help scientists to better understand vascular pathology and how it may affect inner ear function. The findings have important surgical implications.
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